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Abstract. In this short note, we present simple forgeries against three NIST Round1 candidates namely Qameleon, SIV-TEM-PHOTON and SIV-Rijndael256. In
Qameleon, we observed that the checksum block processing doesn’t use message
length in the tweak, which can be exploited to mount forgery. For SIV-TEMPHOTON and SIV-Rijndael256, we have observed that proper domain separation is
not done during the fnal associated data block processing, which can be exploited to
mount simple forgeries against them.
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Forgery against Qameleon

We have found a trivial forgery against all the general purpose variants of Qameleon
[1], namely qameleon12812864gpv1, qameleon12812896gpv1 (primary candidate), and
qameleon128128128tcgpv1. The basic structure of Qameleon is depicted in 1.

Figure 1: Qameleon Authenticated Encryption Mode
The attack (demonstrated below) exploits the improper tweak setting for tag generation
block cipher call:
• Query (N, A, M1 kM1 ) to the encryption oracle. Let (C1 kC2 , T ) be the ciphertext
and tag pair.
• Forge with (N, A, , T ), where  denotes empty ciphertext.
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First, the checksum of M := M1 kM1 matches with the checksum for empty message,
i.e. 0; second, the tweak value for tag generation block cipher call is same in both the
cases, i.e. , 4kvk0 (since nonce is same and |M |/128 < 228 ); and lastly, AD is same in
both the cases. Thus, the forgery succeeds with probability 1.
In fact, the attack can be extended for any message M = M1 k . . . kMm with M1  · · · 
pad(Mm ) = 0 and m < 228 .
Resisting the Forgery. Use of the message length in the tweak of the fnal tweakable
block cipher can be a solution to this attack.
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Forgery against SIV-TEM-PHOTON and SIV-Rijndael256

SIV-Rijndael256 [2] and SIV-TEM-PHOTON [3] are two SIV based constructions submitted
in the NIST Lightweight Competition. For both the constructions, we have observed that if
the message length is less than or equal to n/2 bits, two queries with same padded associated
data (one with full block and the other with partial) generates same (ciphertext-tag) pair.

2.1

Forgery Attack on SIV-Rijndael256

The Forgery attack can be mounted as follows:
• Construct A (|A| = 256) and A0 (|A0 | < 256) such that pad(A) = pad(A0 ).
• Query (N, A, M ), with |M |  128. Let the ciphertext be (C, T ).
• Forge with (N, A0 , C, T ).

2.2

Forgery Attack on SIV-TEM-PHOTON

The Forgery attack can be mounted as follows:
• Construct A (|A| = 384) and A0 (|A0 | < 384) such that pad(A) = pad(A0 ).
• Query (N, A, M ), with |M |  256. Let the ciphertext be (C, T ).
• Forge with (N, A0 , C, T ).
Resisting the Forgeries. Use of di˙erent tweaks in the last associated data block can
be a solution to this attack.
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Figure 3: SIV-Rijndael256

